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And when the press-especially the gay press-reported 
on the Shidlo study of dissatisfied former clients, it was 
typically implied that the researchers had sought a repre
sentive sample of strugglers--which would mean that the 
majority of former reparative therapy clients believed they had 
been harmed. 

Despite their effort to find victims of harm, a small num
ber of individuals responded to tell the investigators that 
they instead had been helped, and their response was 
included in the study. (The Shidlo-Schroeder study will 
be discussed in the next NARTH Bulletin.) 

Next at the AP.A meeting, a particularly thoughtful dis
cussion was initiated by Lawrence Appelbaum, M.D., the 
author of a paper on ethical guidelines for therapy which 
also could be applied to the treatment of homosexuality (a 
topic also to be discussed in the next Bulletin.) 

Psychologist Mark Yarhouse gave a thoughtful presenta
tion which challenged the assumption that people cannot 
change, and also provided a strong ethical defense for the 
right to treatment. 

As soon as the question-and-answer session began, I was 
the first person to reach the microphone. After hearing so 
much rhetoric against NARTH from the gay activist pan
elists, I was determined to speak up. 

I introduced myself as NARTH's president, to which the 
audience responded with what seemed to me an audible 
gasp. I challenged Drescher' s attacking tone, and offered 
to debate him point-by-point either publicly or privately 
on his charge that NARTH is working to take away gay 
civil rights and to criminalize same-sex acts. I clarified 
that our mission is to support strugglers, not to crusade in 
support of anti-sodomy laws. 
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I don't think the audience quite knew what to make of the 
Spitzer presentation. The response was relatively reserved, 
and it was not until the story reached the media later that 
day that there was a strong outcry from the gay communi
ty. (One news story in the gay press was entitled "The Doc 
Who Went Over to the Dark Side.") 

Immediately, the mainstream media snatched up the story. 
Spitzer gave interviews to Associated Press, Reuters, The 
Washington Times, The Washington Post, The New York Times, 
many television and radio producers, and he appeared on 
Good Morning America. NARTH member Richard Cohen 
made an appearance on the Fox News show, "The O'Reilly 
Factor," and the study was vigorously debated on 
"Hardball with Chris Matthews," CNN, CBS, and BBC. 

NARTH members in Germany and New Zealand told us 
they heard the story from their own media outlets! 

Back at the NARTH office, dozens of media calls began to 
flood the phone lines. NARTH Vice President Dean Byrd 
graciously gave up two long and exhausting days to 
respond to the media frenzy from his own office in Utah, 
just after he arrived home after representing our position at 
a conference on the family in France. With members of the 
press logging on to our website for background on the 
Spitzer story, we had 10,000 extra web visitors during one 
frenzied three-day period. 

It was an exhausting time for every one of us. But the 
Spitzer study represents a groundbreaking new opening 
for those of us interested in answering the essential and 
timely question, "Can sexuality be changed?" We know it 
can; we have seen it happen. ■ 




